
1. Felt Flower Charms

You’ll Need: Colored Felt, Scissors, 3D Glue Dots, Fine Point Sharpie, Decorative Paper

Directions: Use the fine point sharpie and a 2” paper circle or cylinder-shaped object to

trace circles onto the felt. Cut one felt circle out for each flower you want to create. 

To form the main part of the flower, fold the circle in half by bringing the bottom edge of

the circle up to meet the top edge. Roll the half-circle into a cone shape. (This will be the

bloom.) Place a glue dot on the inside of the cone’s outermost corner. Pinch the cone and

glue dot together for a couple seconds to help the glue dot bind to the felt and keep the

cone shape from unrolling. 

Trim the bottom half of the cone off to give the “flower” a flat base, and use another glue

dot to attach the flower to the base of the wine glass.

Cut small leaf shapes from the decorative paper, and use a small glue dot or half of a 3D

glue dot to attach the leaf to the wine glass base as well, right next to the flower or peeking

out from behind it.
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2. Rhinestone Wine Glasses

You’ll Need: Rhinestone Craft Stickers in colors, shapes, and patterns of your choice; wired

floral rhinestone spray (optional)

Directions:  Use peel-and-stick craft rhinestones to dress up your wine glasses. Have fun with

the designs! Rhinestone letters are a great way to personalize glasses with the initials of your

guests, and floral rhinestone spray looks great wrapped around the stem of the glass. 

PARTY DIY:

garnish your glass!



3. Paper Stem Tags

You’ll Need: Printable Drink Tags, Glue Stick or Glue Dots, Paper Cutter or Scissors

Directions: Print the Drink Tags template (do not use card stock, as this will make the tags

harder to bend). Cut each tag out, fold it in half, and slide it around a wine glass stem, 

essentially forming a long “tag” for the stem. Use 2 glue dots or a glue stick to adhere the 2

sides of the paper tag together, all the way from the outer edge of the tag to where the

paper meets at the stem. 
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4. Patterned Bases

You’ll Need: Printable Patterns (or other decorative paper), 2” Circle Craft Punch and/or

2.5” Circle Craft Punch, Glue Dots

Directions:  Punch 2” or 2.5” circles from the decorative paper. Turn your wine glasses upside

down. Place a glue dot on the bottom of the glass, where the stem meets the base. Stick

a paper circle on top of the glue dot, printed side down so that when you flip the glass over

again you can see the pattern through the base of the glass.  

PARTY DIY:

garnish your glass!


